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BOOK SYNOPSIS

As in previous books in this critically acclaimed series, Brynie polled hundreds of high school students across the country to find out what they wanted to know most about sex and sexuality. Using an accessible question-and-answer format, Brynie helps readers discover and learn facts about the sex and sexuality. Brynie appealing and clear writing style makes learning about sex and sexuality for students easy and understandable.

REVIEWS AND PRAISE

". . . solid information, organized. . . The matter-of-fact style is never condescending or alarmist in tone; . . . Explicit black-and-white illustrations lend almost a clinical touch, further moving sexuality away from myths and mistakes. . . good for reports, while the directness of the presentation will appeal to general readers." —School Library Journal

"A book your middle and high school students undoubtedly need. . . forthright, but never titillating. . . excellent book that continually reinforces the theme that sex is really about what goes on above the neck. If you can handle the heat it will generate, you'll be glad the book is so beautifully library bound, because it will be worn to a pulp by students who heed the subtitle."—Library Media Connection

". . . list of what can only be called excellent questions. . . cover a remarkable amount of territory with answers that deal with important issues involved in sexual activity. . . both comprehensive and informative." —Science Books & Films

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

- NSTA/CBC Outstanding Science Trade Award Winner
- NYPL Books for Teen Age Reading List

*A NOTE ON AGE RANGES

A publisher-suggested age range covers the gamut of readers that publishers envision using the book, whether for independent reading, family sharing, group study, or in other ways. Educators have the best sense of the appropriate age range for the diverse learners they work with and understand these ranges vary depending on a book’s intended use.
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